
Report Information

Report Title:

Authors:

Country:

Region:

Summary of building Typology

Additional comments on building. A typical residential building? Found only in certain regions?

The GEM Building Taxonomy is a uniform classification scheme of buildings across the globe. It will be used as a 

basis for assessing the risk from earthquakeswithin the scope of GEM. It also facilitates global collaboration  and 

growing of our joint knowledge on the diversity and seismic vulnerability of all the buildings that exist around 

the globe. 

For more information on the taxonomy and the fields, visit the online GEM Building Taxonomy Glossary

http://www.nexus.globalquakemodel.org/gem-building-taxonomy/overview

Please fill out the following form by describing a specific building or building typology in your country. Fill out 

information for as many attributes as possible. Save form (Lastname_buildingtypology.pdf) and email to 

taxonomy@eeri.org 

Note:  This form will work best if you can save it and then open/use it in Adobe Acrobat. If you save the file in 

Preview, text in some of the fields may disappear, and only reappear when you click in the field. This is an issue 

with Apple Preview software. The data can still be extracted by the Taxonomy Team after it has been emailed to 

us.

Clear Entire Form

Precast reinforced concrete residential buildings Bulgaria

Manya Deyanova

Bulgaria

Major towns

Very common residential buildings, found mostly in big towns, 30-50 years old, 5-15 stories,
elongated in plan, organized in relatively big neighborhoods.



Direction

Material type Material technology Material properties





Type of lateral load-resisting system System ductility



Direction

Material type Material technology Material properties

Leave Direction Y blank if lateral load-resisting system is same in both directions





Type of lateral load-resisting system System ductility



Height  

Date of construction or Retrofit

5-15

1-2

2.8-4

1960-1980



Building occupancy class - general Building occupancy class - detail



Footprint (plan shape)

Shape of Building Plan



Type of irregularity Irregularity description



xterior walls



Roof

Roof shape Roof covering Roof material Roof type Roof connections*

Roof connections*  - There are two aspects: (a) does the roof have horizontal shear transfer to the walls, and (b) is the roof internally adequately connected?  The latter includes Simpson ties preventing wind lift-off.  

The former is probably sometimes discernible from the street.  The latter only by interior inspection. 

Roof-wall diaphragm connection unknown

Roof tie-down unknown



Floor

Floor material Floor type Floor connections

Floor-wall diaphragm connection present 



Foundation

Foundation System
Unknown foundation system

Shallow foundation, with lateral capacity

Shallow foundation, no lateral capacity

Deep foundation, with lateral capacity

Deep foundation, no lateral capacity

Foundation, other
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Summary of building Typology

Comments on missing information:

taxonomy@eeri.org

Please use this box to comment on information you feel the taxonomy missed or comments to improve the 

taxonomy

Please include a photo of your building and save the form as (Lastname_buildingtypology.pdf) and email to 

Precast reinforced concrete residential buildings Bulgaria

Manya Deyanova

Bulgaria

Major towns

Very common residential buildings, found mostly in big towns, 30-50 years old, 5-15 stories,
elongated in plan, organized in relatively big neighborhoods.

The outlines of the buildings in plan vary. Mostly the dimensions are a/b>1/4 but there are also
L-shaped, H-shaped.


